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Say hello
to all-new design
The All-New Sportage brings a modern, progressive

design approach to the medium SUV segment.

Underneath the stunning styling, you’ll discover an all-

new platform and handling package that’s tuned in

Australia, by Australian engineers. Inside, a

completely redesigned cabin, choice of petrol or diesel

engines across the range and Kia’s latest technologies

can be found.
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Say hello
to all-new style
Style has always been second nature to the

Sportage. Taut, strong body creases define the front

and sides surfaces of the vehicle. Its heightened belt-

line lends to a dynamic, always on-the-go stance,

even when sitting still. This added sense of

sophistication is sure to leave an impression on

admirers and passers-by. 
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Say hello
to GT-line
The All-New Sportage Platinum introduces Kia’s

sporty GT-line treatment. Striking ice-cube LED fog

lights adorn its front, ensuring all drivers are aware

of your position in adverse conditions. The front and

rear bumpers feature satin silver scuff plates, adding

a touch of sportiness to its sleek design. You’ll find

GT-line badging on the flat-bottomed steering wheel

and on the rear tailgate.
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Say hello
to premium
finishes
Once inside the cabin of the All-New Sportage, you’ll

be greeted with the design, quality and style you’ve

come to expect from Kia. A soft touch dashboard

trim, large 7.0” LCD screen and purposeful storage

spaces feature on all models. There’s even an option

for grey two-tone leather trim* on Platinum models,

which further adds to the aura of sophistication. 
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Say hello
to technology
The All-New Sportage features plenty of advanced

safety and technology features. It’ll park itself in both

reverse and parallel parking situations thanks to

Smart Park Assist^. It’s hands-free smart power

tailgate will automatically open after standing in front

of it for three seconds#. It can also charge a

compatible mobile phone wirelessly* via the charging

pad in the centre console. But that’s not all. You’ll

find a reverse camera and rear parking sensors

across the range
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Intuitive Features

Hands-free Smart Power Tailgate

Simply stand behind of the rear tailgate for three seconds with the vehicle’s

smart key for the powered Smart Tailgate to automatically open - perfect

for when your hands are full (Platinum models only)

Smart Park Assist System (SPAS)

When Smart Park Assist is active, the system will monitor and scan both

reverse and parallel parking spaces. Once the space is confirmed as the

correct size via the vehicles on board radar systems, the vehicle will park

itself by applying steering inputs whilst the driver monitors the brakes and

accelerator. (Platinum models only)

Heated and Ventilated Front Seats

Both heated and ventilated seats with three stages of operation provide the

driver and passenger with extra comfort in all seasons. (Platinum model

only)

Panoramic Sunroof

A full glass panoramic sunroof with tilt + slide and electric blind adds an airy,

light-filled feel to the cabin. (Platinum model only)



Efficient Engines

Wireless Phone Charging (Qi)

Simply place your phone with wireless charging compatible phone in the

centre console storage tray for it to charge wirelessly (Platinum model only)

7" Touch Screen Infotainment with Navigation

The All-New Sportage features a 7-inch touch screen infotainment system

with Bluetooth connectivity  across the range. SLi and Platinum models also

feature satellite navigation as standard.

*

2.0 Litre Petrol MPI engine

A frugal yet powerful 114kW 2.0 Litre petrol

engine is featured on petrol Si and SLi models.

2.4 Litre Petrol GDI engine

Our latest 135kW 2.4 Litre direct-injection (GDI)

engine is featured on petrol Platinum all-wheel

drive models.

2.0 Litre Diesel CRDI engine

Available across the range is a 2.0 Litre diesel

CRDI engine coupled to an all-wheel drive

system.



Advanced Safety

Exterior Colours

* Premium paint at additional cost.

Colours and trims displayed here are a guide only and may vary from actual colours due to the display process.

^ Snow White Pearl and Cherry Black exclusive to Platinum models only.

Clear White Snow White Pearl ^ * Sparkling Silver * Mineral Silver * Mercury Blue *

Fiery Red * Cherry Black ^ *

Lane Departure Warning
System (LDWS)

A camera mounted on top of the

windshield recognises the lane in

which the vehicle is currently

travelling in, and alerts the driver if

the vehicle exits without the use of a

turn signal. (Platinum model only)

Blind Spot Detection with
Lane Change Assist. (BSD
with LCA)

This system uses sensors to identify

vehicles approaching from behind,

and then alerts the driver through

visual alerts on the side mirror.

(Platinum model only)

Autonomous Emergency
Braking* (AEB)

Autonomous Emergency Braking

(AEB) continuously scans the road

ahead, and will apply the brakes if it

detects a vehicle approaching the

front of the vehicle. (Platinum model

only)

Rear Cross Traffic Alert
(RCTA)

The Rear Cross Traffic Alert System

alerts the driver of any cars crossing

the path behind the vehicle during

reversing situations. (Platinum only)

* Autonomous Emergency Braking (AEB) is only a supplemental system and it does not replace the need for the driver to apply the vehicle’s brakes and exercise

care and attention. For more information about Kia's AEB system, please see your local Kia dealer or refer to your Kia vehicle’s owner's manual.



Interior Colours

All-New Sportage Grades & Pricing

Fuel Type Transmission

Petrol Auto

Diesel Auto

Si

Drive Away

?

Drive Away

?

6-speed Automatic transmission as standard

6 airbags

7-inch touch screen Infotainment System with
Bluetooth®

Rear Parking Sensors

Fuel Type Transmission

Petrol Auto

Diesel Auto

SLi

Drive Away

?

Drive Away

?

18 inch alloy wheels

LED Daytime Running Lights + LED rear brake
lights

7-inch touch screen Navigation System with
Bluetooth®

Gloss-black exterior highlights

Fuel Type Transmission

Petrol Auto

Diesel Auto

Platinum

Drive Away

?

Drive Away

?

GT-Line Sports package (Sports Exterior)

Smart Park Assist System (SPAS)

Blind Spot Detection (BSD)

Autonomous Emergency Braking

Si

Black Cloth trim with contrast

stitching.

SLi & Platinum

Black leather  trim with contrast

stitching.

Platinum

Black leather  trim with perforations

& contrast stitching.

Platinum

Grey two-tone leather  trim with

diamond-shaped perforations.

Leather trim includes some leather-like material on selected high-impact surfaces.

Grey two-tone leather is exclusively available on platinum models with selected exterior colours: Snow White Pearl, Sparkling Silver Mercury Blue & Cherry Black.

* * *

^

*

^
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